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ABSTRACT
The integrated Sachs–Wolfe (ISW) effect probes the late-time expansion history of the
Universe, offering direct constraints on dark energy. Here, we present our measurements
of the ISW signal at redshifts of z̄ = 0.35, 0.55, and 0.68, using the cross-correlation of
the Planck cosmic microwave background temperature map with ∼0.5 million luminous red
galaxies (LRGs) selected from the VST ATLAS survey. We then combine these with previous
measurements based on WMAP and similar SDSS LRG samples, providing a total sample of
∼2.1 million LRGs covering ∼12 000 deg2 of sky. At z̄ = 0.35 and z̄ = 0.55, we detect the
ISW signal at 1.2σ and 2.3σ (or 2.6σ combined), in agreement with the predictions of lambda
cold dark matter (�CDM). We verify these results by repeating the measurements using the
BOSS LOWZ and CMASS, spectroscopically confirmed LRG samples. We also detect the
ISW effect in three magnitude limited ATLAS + SDSS galaxy samples extending to z ≈ 0.4
at ∼2σ per sample. However, we do not detect the ISW signal at z̄ = 0.68 when combining
the ATLAS and SDSS results. Further tests using spectroscopically confirmed eBOSS LRGs
at this redshift remain inconclusive due to the current low sky coverage of the survey. If the
ISW signal is shown to be redshift dependent in a manner inconsistent with the predictions of
�CDM, it could open the door to alternative theories such as modified gravity. It is therefore
important to repeat the high-redshift ISW measurement using the completed eBOSS sample,
as well as deeper upcoming surveys such as DESI and LSST.

Key words: cosmology: cosmic background radiation – observations – dark energy – large-
scale structure of Universe.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Based on the latest observational evidence, the Universe is believed
to be spatially flat (Planck Collaboration XIII 2016b) and undergo-
ing a late-time accelerating state of expansion (Riess et al. 1998;
Alam et al. 2017). In the current standard model of cosmology
lambda cold dark matter (�CDM), dark energy, parametrized as
a cosmological constant (�), is believed to be the driving force
behind this late-time accelerating expansion. Various alternatives to
the cosmological constant have been proposed including modified
gravity (Clifton et al. 2012), scale invariant (Maeder 2017), or
spatially inhomogeneous cosmological models (see e.g. Dunsby
et al. 2010; Rácz et al. 2017). As a consequence of the accelerated
expansion of the Universe, cosmic microwave background (CMB)
photons passing through gravitational potential wells, caused by
large-scale structure such as galaxy clusters, are left with a net
gain of energy as the potential wells become shallower as the

� E-mail: behzad.ansarinejad@durham.ac.uk (BA); mruari@phys.ethz.ch
(RM); tom.shanks@durham.ac.uk (TS)

photons cross them. The opposite effect takes place as the photons
pass through gravitational potential peaks (i.e. voids) with the
photons undergoing a net loss of energy. The combination of
these phenomena leads to secondary anisotropies on the CMB
temperature map known as the (late-time) integrated Sachs–Wolfe
(ISW; Sachs & Wolfe 1967) effect. The signature of the ISW
effect can be observed as a non-zero signal in the cross-correlation
between the distribution of foreground tracers of mass (such as
galaxies) and the temperature of CMB, providing a direct probe of
the late-time expansion of the Universe.

Early attempts at measuring the ISW signal using the cross-
correlation method, include an analysis of the COBE CMB map
by Boughn & Crittenden (2002) followed by detections of the
signal using the WMAP CMB data, albeit often at relatively low
to moderate levels of significance (Scranton et al. 2003; Boughn &
Crittenden 2004; Nolta et al. 2004; Corasaniti, Giannantonio &
Melchiorri 2005; Padmanabhan et al. 2005; Cabré et al. 2006;
Giannantonio et al. 2006; Rassat et al. 2007; Raccanelli et al. 2008;
Granett, Neyrinck & Szapudi 2009; Bielby et al. 2010; Sawangwit
et al. 2010; Kovács et al. 2013). Other studies have however
claimed detections in the range of 3σ–5σ (Fosalba, Gaztañaga &
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Castander 2003; Fosalba & Gaztañaga 2004; McEwen et al. 2006;
Vielva, Martı́nez-González & Tucci 2006; Giannantonio et al. 2008;
Granett, Neyrinck & Szapudi 2008; Ho et al. 2008; Giannantonio
et al. 2012; Goto, Szapudi & Granett 2012; Planck Collaboration
XXI 2016c).

Another common approach in measuring the ISW signal is by
stacking of voids and superclusters. Similar to the cross-correlation
method, studies using this approach have obtained detection signif-
icances ranging from low to moderate (Granett, Kovács & Hawken
2015; Kovács et al. 2017), to 3σ or higher (Pápai, Szapudi &
Granett 2011; Nadathur & Crittenden 2016; Planck Collaboration
XXI 2016c; Cai et al. 2017). Interestingly, a number of these studies
have reported a signal with a higher amplitude than expected based
on �CDM predictions.

Here, we follow the work of Sawangwit et al. (2010) where the
ISW analysis was performed on photometrically selected luminous
red galaxies (LRGs) from SDSS in the Northern hemisphere.
Three redshift-limited LRG samples were created allowing the
measurement the ISW signal at redshifts of z̄ = 0.35, 0.55, and
0.68. Although an ISW signal consistent with �CDM was detected
at z̄ = 0.35 and 0.55, no such signal was detected at z̄ = 0.68
albeit, as in the other two cases, the errors were significant. Given
the implications of any ISW deviations from �CDM predictions,
the lack of detection of the ISW signal at z̄ = 0.68 in SDSS, is
a particularly important topic for investigation using independent
samples of LRGs. Sawangwit et al. (2010) also detected the ISW
effect in three magnitude-limited galaxy samples (18 < r < 19, 19
< r < 20, and 20 < r < 21), peaking in redshift at z ≈ 0.20, 0.27,
and 0.36, providing some confirmation of the ISW measurements
in the two lower redshift LRG samples but not in the third, highest
redshift, sample.

In this work, we measure the ISW signal in the cross-correlation
of similar samples of galaxies to those of Sawangwit et al. (2010)
but now selected from the VST ATLAS Survey (Shanks et al. 2015),
with the Planck CMB temperature map (Planck Collaboration IX
2016a). The VST ATLAS survey has the advantage of covering
large areas (∼4070 deg2) of the previously unexplored Southern
sky, making it an ideal data set for improving ISW constraints.
This is because most of the available area in the North has already
been covered by SDSS and, since the ISW signal weakens beyond
z ≈ 1, there is limited option to increase the signal at larger
distances. Indeed, with these Southern VST ATLAS data we may
be approaching the upper limit to the significance of ISW detection
due to cosmic variance in our limited ‘local’ volume (see Francis &
Peacock 2010).

VST ATLAS is thus located wholly in the Southern hemisphere
and is split into two areas by the Galactic plane. In the Northern
Galactic Cap (NGC), the survey covers an area of ∼ 1450 deg2,
while the Southern Galactic Cap (SGC) covers an area of ∼
2620 deg2. In these regions, the survey provides imaging data in
ugriz bands to similar depths as SDSS in the North, but with superior
seeing. We shall use these data to select three LRG samples and three
magnitude limited samples, closely analogous to those created by
Sawangwit et al. (2010) using SDSS.

In order to test our LRG selections, we shall first compare the
angular autocorrelation functions of our VST ATLAS LRG samples
to those of Sawangwit et al. (2011). After cross-checking our pho-
tometric selections, we shall perform the ISW measurements and
combine our results with those of Sawangwit et al. (2010), to obtain
better constraints on the ISW effect at each redshift. As a further
verification of the SDSS ISW measurements at z̄ = 0.35, z̄ = 0.55,
and z̄ = 0.68 we repeat the measurements using the LOWZ and

CMASS LRG samples from Data Release 12 (DR12; Alam et al.
2015) of the SDSS BOSS survey and the eBOSS DR14 LRG
sample (Prakash et al. 2016), respectively. Unlike photometrically
selected samples, these spectroscopically confirmed samples do not
suffer from contamination due to stars, or from galaxies outside
the redshift range, making them ideal data sets for further testing
the SDSS photometric ISW measurements, in particular. We note,
however, that while spectroscopic samples are not affected by stellar
contamination or systematics related to photometric redshifts, they
are not immune to targeting systematics that could introduce
artificial correlations between the inferred density field and factors
including stellar density, fibre collisions, and observing conditions.
In this work, when using spectroscopic samples, we account for
these potential systematics by applying the BOSS/eBOSS weights
(where available), as described in Section 3.2.

To test the robustness of our ISW detections, we perform rotation
tests similar to those previously implemented by Sawangwit et al.
(2010) and Giannantonio et al. (2012), where the ISW cross-
correlation measurement is performed on incremental rotations of
the LRG overdensity maps with respect to the CMB map to test for
systematics. In their analysis, Sawangwit et al. (2010) found that
in approximately one to two out of eight cases, the rotated maps
produce a more significant ISW detection than the unrotated map.
Using a similar approach, Giannantonio et al. (2012) claimed that
the results of their rotation tests were consistent with the statistical
variance of their associated data sets. Here, we shall apply the
rotation test to the ISW measurements obtained from the BOSS
LOWZ and CMASS spectroscopic LRG samples, to check their
robustness and compare our findings with those of Giannantonio
et al. (2012).

Hence, our aims are first to use ATLAS to test the reproducibility
of the ISW measurements in the three LRG and the three magnitude-
limited galaxy samples as selected by Sawangwit et al. (2010) in
SDSS. Of particular interest, is whether the VST ATLAS data
independently reproduce the null detection of the ISW effect in
the highest redshift LRG sample at z̄ = 0.68. Our second aim is to
check the robustness of the previous SDSS LRG results using new
spectroscopically confirmed SDSS LRG samples, particularly in
the two lower redshift ranges. The final aim is to apply the rotation
test to the BOSS LRG samples to assess the robustness of such ISW
measurements.

The layout of this paper is as follows: we present a description
of the selected data sets in Section 2, followed by an outline of all
relevant methodology in Section 3. We present the results of our
analysis and a discussion of our findings in Section 4 and conclude
this work in Section 5.

Throughout this work all magnitudes are given in the AB system,
and for consistency, we assume the fiducial �CDM cosmology
adopted by Sawangwit et al. (2010) with �� = 0.7, �m = 0.3,
fbaryon = 0.167, σ 8 = 0.8, and h = 0.7.

2 DATA SETS

2.1 Planck 2016 CMB temperature map

In our ISW analysis, we use the full Planck 2016COMMANDERCMB
temperature map (described in Planck Collaboration IX 2016a),
downgraded to a HEALPIX1 (Górski et al. 2005) resolution of Nside =
512 (FWHM = 20 arcmin). This is consistent with the HEALPIX

1http://healpix.sourceforge.net
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resolution used in the analysis of Sawangwit et al. (2010). We apply
the associated COMMANDER ‘confidence’ mask to remove sections
of the sky where the temperature and polarization CMB solution
cannot be trusted. The masked Planck CMB maps corresponding
to coverage area of VST ATLAS Northern and Southern Galactic
Caps are shown in Fig. 5. In this Figure, we also show the
overdensity maps for our z̄ = 0.68 LRG and 20 < r < 21 magnitude-
limited galaxy sample, as described in Sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4,
respectively. Here, we show the overdensity maps of our faintest
and highest redshift samples, as they are the most challenging to
obtain due to their susceptibility to residual stellar contamination
and artificial inhomogeneities caused by factors such as varying
observing conditions.

2.2 VST ATLAS luminous red galaxies

The VST ATLAS catalogues are available from the Cambridge
Astronomy Survey Unit (CASU)2 and include ∼5σ detections
with Kron, Petrosian, fixed aperture fluxes, and morphological
classification for objects in each band as well as various other
parameters.3 Details of the VST ATLAS calibration can be found in
Shanks et al. (2015) and improved global photometric calibration
based on the Gaia survey (Gaia Collaboration 2018) is provided
with the fourth Data release (DR4) of the survey.4

Unlike SDSS, model magnitudes are not currently available
for the VST ATLAS survey and we utilize aperture magnitudes
in defining our LRG photometric selections. We denote aperture
magnitudes corresponding to the ATLAS Aperture flux 3
and Aperture flux 5 using subscripts ‘A3’ and ‘A5’. These
apertures have radii of 1 and 2 arcsec, respectively, and we apply
their associated aperture corrections labelled as APCOR in the
CASU catalogue (see footnote 3). For g, r, i, and z bands, the mean
values of APCOR3 are 0.45, 0.42, 0.35, and 0.38 mag, while mean
values of APCOR5 are 0.12, 0.12, 0.11, and 0.12 mag. Although
these aperture corrections are derived for stars, they also provide
a first-order seeing correction for faint galaxies, and overall, we
find that aperture magnitudes appear to give the most consistent
galaxy colours compared to SDSS model magnitudes. Where Kron
magnitudes are used, we correct these to total magnitude for
galaxies, based on the offset between the ATLAS Kron and SDSS
model magnitudes, adding corrections of −0.28 and −0.35 mag to
ATLAS rKron and iKron, respectively. We correct all magnitudes for
Galactic dust extinction Ax = CxE(B − V), with x representing a
filter (griz), taking the SDSS Cx values presented in Schneider et al.
(2007) (3.793, 2.751, 2.086, and 1.479 for griz, respectively) and
using the Planck E(B − V) map (Planck Collaboration XI 2014).

Following the photometric selection criteria of Sawangwit et al.
(2010), which was used to extract LRGs from the SDSS Data
Release 5 (DR5; Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2007) data, we use the
VST ATLAS survey to define three LRG samples at low (z̄ = 0.35),
intermediate (z̄ = 0.55), and high (z̄ = 0.68) redshifts. Sawangwit
et al. (2010) in turn adopted their selection criteria based on those of
the SDSS LRG (Eisenstein et al. 2001), 2DF-SDSS LRG and QSO
(2SLAQ; Cannon et al. 2006), and Anglo-Australian Telescope
(AAT)-AAOmega (Ross et al. 2008) spectroscopic redshift surveys,
corresponding to the low-, intermediate-, and high-redshift LRG

2http://casu.ast.cam.ac.uk/
3http://casu.ast.cam.ac.uk/surveys-projects/vst/technical/catalogue-genera
tion
4https://www.eso.org/sci/publications/announcements/sciann17211.html

samples, respectively. In Appendix A, we compare the ATLAS and
SDSS g − r, r − i, and i − z colours, finding a reasonably tight scatter
with no major systematic offsets in all cases. This enables us to adopt
the above mentioned SDSS-based photometric selection criteria in
defining our redshift limited ATLAS LRG samples. Furthermore,
we remove objects located close to bright stars by matching to the
Tycho-2 bright star catalogue (Høg et al. 2000). This is done to
mask the haloes formed in these regions due to reflections from
bright stars which could be misclassified as galaxies, when source
extraction is performed on the images. Based on visual inspection
of these haloes, we systematically mask circular regions around the
stars with radii depending on the stars’ VT magnitudes: VT ≤ 8: 340
arcsec; 8 < VT ≤ 9: 80 arcsec; 9 < VT ≤ 10: 45 arcsec; 10 < VT ≤
11: 30 arcsec; VT > 11: 20 arcsec.

As observations for the VST ATLAS survey are taken in one band
at a time and the telescope has a 1 deg2 field of view (henceforth
referred to as a ‘tile’), it is possible that different bands are observed
on separate nights with varying atmospheric conditions. Although
ATLAS has a relatively tight seeing distribution, in a small number
of cases, variations in seeing could result in fewer objects being
detected in one band (especially at fainter magnitudes). This is
because unlike SDSS, forced photometry is currently unavailable
for the VST ATLAS catalogue and in this work we only have
access to colours for objects with >5σ detection in each band.
Consequently, when the selection is applied, regions of the sky
covered by these tiles will appear underdense. Conversely, a few
tiles could have a much higher than average number density due to
residual stellar contamination (particularly in the NGC where the
edge of the survey approaches the Galactic plane).

In order to reduce the impact of these factors on our clustering
measurements, we impose a lower and an upper limit on the number
of objects per tile, which masks any significantly underdense and
overdense tiles. This ensures the LRG samples used in our cross-
correlation analysis do not contain artificial inhomogeneities due
to photometric artefacts or residual stellar contamination. We select
these lower and upper limits based on comparing the autocorrelation
function of the LRG samples to the measurements of Sawangwit
et al. (2011), thus ensuring that such artefacts and contaminations
do not impact our ability to recover the true clustering of the LRGs.

2.2.1 z̄ = 0.35 low-redshift LRG sample

Objects in our low-redshift LRG sample are selected based on
satisfying the following conditions:

17.5 < rKron < 19.2, (1)

rKron < 13.1 + c‖/0.3, (2)

c⊥ < 0.2, (3)

corresponding to ‘Cut I’ of Eisenstein et al. (2001), or ‘Cut II’ of
the same study as defined by

17.5 < rKron < 19.5, (4)

c⊥ > 0.45 − (gA5 − rA5)/6, (5)

gA5 − rA5 > 1.3 + 0.25(rA5 − iA5). (6)

The colour variables c� are and c⊥ are given by

c‖ = 0.7(gA5 − rA5) + 1.2(rA5 − iA5 − 0.18), (7)
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Figure 1. Our z̄ = 0.35 LRG photometric selection, based on ‘Cut I’ and
‘Cut II’ of Eisenstein et al. (2001), used in photometric selection of SDSS
LRGs. Here, as in subsequent plots, the colour gradient illustrates the density
of the points, with darker shades representing a higher number of data points
occupying a region of the colour space. The objects shown in this plot are
classified as galaxies based on their VST ATLAS r-band morphological
classification and lie within a magnitude limit of 17.5 < rKron < 19.5.

Figure 2. Further removal of residual stellar contamination from our z̄ =
0.35 LRG sample. The dashed line is described by equation 9, separating
the stars (below the line) from galaxies (above the line).

c⊥ = (rA5 − iA5) − (gA5 − rA5)/4.0 − 0.18. (8)

We note that our use of SDSS cuts in our LRG sample selection
is justified given the similarity between ATLAS and SDSS bands
(see Fig. A1 for comparison of ATLAS and SDSS colours). Fig. 1
shows the cuts used to selected our z̄ = 0.35 LRG sample in the r
− i versus g − r colour space.

To restrict our sample to galaxies, we require the CASU r-band
morphological classification Classification r = 1, remove
noisy regions (due to remaining ghost reflections from bright stars or
large galaxies) by requiring sky rms r < 0.2. We further remove
residual stellar contamination via visual inspection of the rA3 versus
rkron diagram (see Fig. 2) by requiring

Figure 3. Our z̄ = 0.55 LRG photometric selection, following the colour
cuts of Cannon et al. (2006) used in the selection of the 2SLAQ LRG sample.
The objects shown here are classified as galaxies based on their VST ATLAS
i-band morphological classification and lie within a magnitude limit of 17.5
< iKron < 19.8.

rA3 > 0.909rkron + 2. (9)

In the case of our low-redshift sample, we mask tiles with fewer
than 5 deg−2 and more than 100 deg−2 LRGs. This results in the
removal of 10 tiles in the NGC and 8 in the SGC, leaving 31 531
(∼22 deg−2) and 63 245 (∼24 deg−2) LRGs in the NGC and SGC,
respectively.

2.2.2 z̄ = 0.55 intermediate-redshift LRG sample

We select our intermediate-redshift LRG sample based on the
following criteria that is an adaption of the photometric cuts of
Cannon et al. (2006) used in the selection of the 2SLAQ LRG
sample (see Fig. 3):

17.5 ≤ iKron < 19.8, (10)

c‖ ≥ 1.6, (11)

d⊥ > 0.55, (12)

0.5 ≤ (gA5 − rA5) ≤ 3.0, (13)

(rA5 − iA5) < 2, (14)

where c� is defined in equation (7) and d⊥ is given by

d⊥ = (rA5 − iA5) − (gA5 − rA5)/8. (15)

We restrict our selection to galaxies using the CASU i-band
morphological classification (Classification i = 1), limit
sky rms i<0.2, and remove residual stellar contamination by
imposing

iA3 > 0.8ikron + 4.4, (16)

in the NGC for ikron < 19.6 and in the SGC for ikron < 19.1, while
imposing

iA3 > 1.3ikron − 4.95 (17)

for the NGC in the range ikron > 19.6 and

iA3 > 1.8ikron − 14.7 (18)
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Figure 4. Our z̄ = 0.68 LRG photometric selection, following the colour
cuts of Ross et al. (2008) used in the selection of the AAOmega LRG sample.
The objects shown here are classified as galaxies based on their VST ATLAS
i-band morphological classification and lie within a magnitude limit of 19.8
< iKron < 20.5.

for the SGC in the range ikron > 19.1. Here, we require different
slopes for removing residual stars in the NGC compared to the SGC,
as the edge of the survey lies closer to the Galactic plane in the NGC
resulting in an increase in the level of contamination from residual
stars.

We mask tiles with fewer than 10 and more than 130 LRGs in the
NGC and those with fewer than 10 and more than 150 LRGs in the
SGC. This results in the removal of 21 tiles in the NGC and 8 tiles
in the SGC, leaving 78 102 (∼55 deg−2) and 172 744 (∼66 deg−2)
LRGs in the NGC and SGC, respectively.

2.2.3 z̄ = 0.68 high-redshift LRG sample

The high-redshift LRG sample is selected based on the following
criteria (see Fig. 4):

19.8 < iKron < 20.5, (19)

e‖ ≥ 1.95, (20)

0.5 ≤ (rA5 − iA5) ≤ 1.8, (21)

0.6 ≤ (iA5 − zA5) ≤ 1.5, (22)

or

0.2 ≤ (iA5 − zA5) ≤ 0.6, (23)

x ≤ (rA5 − iA5) ≤ 1.8, (24)

with x being the smaller of e� = (iA5 − zA5) + (9/7)(rA5 −
iA5) or 1.2 at a given (iA5 − zA5). The sample is restricted
to galaxies using the CASU i-band morphological classification
(Classification i= 1) and stellar contamination is removed
by imposing

iA3 > 1.2ikron − 3.45, (25)

in the NGC for ikron < 20.02, otherwise

iA3 > 1.4ikron − 7.42. (26)

In the SGC, the imposed cuts are

iA3 > 1.2ikron − 3.55, (27)

for ikron < 20.23, otherwise

iA3 > 1.4ikron − 7.55. (28)

For this sample, we mask tiles with fewer than 10 and more than
90 LRGs in both NGC and SGC. This excludes 101 tiles in the
NGC and 192 in the SGC, leaving 62 379 (∼46 deg−2) and 138 977
(∼57 deg−2) LRGs in the NGC and SGC, respectively.

2.2.4 Magnitude-limited galaxy samples

To select our three magnitude-limited galaxy samples, we require
objects to be classified as galaxies using the CASU r-band mor-
phological classification (Classification r = 1). We then
simply select objects satisfying 18 < rkron < 19, 19 < rkron <

20, and 19 < rkron < 20. In all cases, we apply the additional
cut of rA5 > 0.94rkron + 1.08 to remove any residual stellar
contamination from our samples. For the 18 < rkron < 19 sample
this results in 507 813 (∼350 deg−2) and 839 208 (∼320 deg−2)
galaxies in the NGC and SGC, respectively, with the 19 < rkron

< 20 sample containing 1567 450 (∼1100 deg−2) galaxies in the
NGC and 2589 744 (∼1000 deg−2) galaxies in the SGC. For the 19
< rkron < 20 sample, we find 6072 488 (∼2314 deg−2) and 3522 801
(∼2426 deg−2) galaxies in the NGC and SGC. The mean redshift
of our 18–19, 19–20, and 20–21 magnitude limited samples are
z̄ ≈ 0.20 ± 0.09, 0.27 ± 0.13, and 0.36 ± 0.16, respectively.

2.3 BOSS DR12 LOWZ, CMASS and eBOSS DR14 LRG
samples

The LOWZ samples covers an area of ∼8337 deg2 with a number
density of ∼38 deg−2. As z� 0.4 LRGs were targeted in the LOWZ
sample, we remove the lower redshift objects by imposing a redshift
cut of z > 0.23, thus achieving a subset of the LOWZ sample with
a mean redshift of z̄ = 0.35. The CMASS sample covers an area of
∼9376 deg2 with a number density of ∼91 deg−2 and an effective
redshift of z ≈ 0.57. A full description of the target selection criteria
for these samples is provided by Reid et al. (2016).

The eBOSS LRG target selection is fully described in Prakash
et al. (2016), with the sample used here containing ∼141 000 LRGs,
covering an area of ∼1670 deg2, resulting in an LRG number density
of ∼84 deg−2 with a median redshift of z ≈ 0.7. A summary of
the above information for our BOSS and eBOSS LRG samples is
provided in Table 1.

3 ME T H O D O L O G Y

3.1 Measuring LRG angular autocorrelation function

We measure the angular correlation function ω(θ ) of our LRG
samples using the Landy–Szalay estimator (Landy & Szalay 1993)

ω(θ ) = 1 +
(

Nr

Nd

)2
DD(θ )

RR(θ )
− 2

(
Nr

Nd

)
DR(θ )

RR(θ )
, (29)

where DD(θ ), DR(θ ), and RR(θ ) are data–data, data–random, and
random–random pair counts at an angular separation of θ . We
perform this calculation using the CUTE5 algorithm (Alonso 2012).

5https://github.com/damonge/CUTE
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Figure 5. The Planck CMB temperature anisotropy map covering the NGC (a) and SGC (b) of the VST ATLAS survey (described in Section 2.1). (c and d)
The VST ATLAS z̄ = 0.68 LRG overdensity maps. Although we have included a number of underdense concatenations in the final sample (marked by dotted
boxes), our tests show that our auto- and cross-correlation measurements are insensitive to masking these. (e and f) The VST ATLAS galaxy overdensity maps
for our 20 < r < 21 magnitude limited sample (described in Section 2.2.4).

Table 1. Details of the VST ATLAS, BOSS LOWZ and CMASS, and eBOSS LRG samples used in our
cross-correlation analyses. For comparison, we have included the same information for the SDSS LRG
samples used in the analysis of Sawangwit et al. (2010).

Sample (z̄) Number of LRGs Masked area Sky density Magnitude
(deg2) (deg−2) (AB)

ATLAS (0.35) 94 776 ≈4060 ≈23 17.5 < r < 19.5
ATLAS (0.55) 250 846 ≈4050 ≈62 17.5 < i < 19.8
ATLAS (0.68) 201 356 ≈3800 ≈53 19.8 < i < 20.5
SDSS (0.35) 106 699 ≈8210 ≈13 17.5 < r < 19.5
SDSS (0.55) 655 775 ≈7715 ≈85 17.5 < i < 19.8
SDSS (0.68) 800 346 ≈7622 ≈105 19.8 < i < 20.5
LOWZ (0.32) 313 446 ≈8337 ≈38 16.0 < r < 19.6
CMASS (0.57) 849 637 ≈9376 ≈91 17.5 < i < 19.9
eBOSS (0.70) 141 000 ≈1670 ≈84 19.9 < i < 21.8a

aOther magnitude limits used in the selection of the eBOSS sample can be found in Prakash et al. (2016).

The correlation function is calculated up to θ = 100 arcmin (using
19 logarithmically spaced bins), to match the range covered by
Sawangwit et al. (2011) and allow for the comparison of the two
results. For each sample, we generate random catalogues with 20×
the mean number density of LRGs in the NGC and SGC and apply
the same masks as applied to the data.

In order to obtain an estimate of the errors on the correlation
functions, we divide each sample into Ns = 6 non-overlapping
subsamples (with 2 in the NGC and 4 in the SGC), each ∼668 deg2

in area. The mean number of LRGs in each subsample are ∼15 800,
∼41 800, and ∼33 600 for our z̄ = 0.35, 0.55, and 0.68 samples,

respectively. We then calculate the mean of these measurements,
ω̄(θ ), for each sample and simply take the standard error on the
mean σω̄(θ ), as the uncertainty on the correlation function

σω̄(θ ) = σNs−1√
Ns

=
√∑

(ωi(θ ) − ω̄(θ ))2

N2
s − Ns

. (30)

Here, the sample standard deviation σNs−1 is normalized to Ns −
1 (as the mean is determined from the same data set, reducing the
number of degrees of freedom by one), and ωi(θ ) is the correlation
function of the i-th subsample.
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3.2 Measuring LRG–CMB cross-correlation

We adopt a similar approach to Sawangwit et al. (2010) in cal-
culating the LRG–CMB cross-correlation, a summary of which is
presented here. In this work, we use the NPT (N-point spatial statistic;
Gray et al. 2004) code to perform the cross-correlation analysis.
First HEALPIX (Górski et al. 2005) is used to create LRG distribution
maps by dividing our LRG samples into spherical pixels of equal
area, matching the resolution of our Planck CMB temperature map
(Nside = 512; FWHM = 20 arcmin). We combine our LRG mask
with the Planck CMB temperature mask and apply it to both the
LRG distribution and CMB temperature maps.

The LRG distribution map is then used to calculate the LRG
number overdensity, δL(n̂), per pixel

δL(n̂) = nL(n̂) − n̄L

n̄L
, (31)

where nL is the number of LRGs in a given pixel and n̄L is the mean
number of LRGs for the sample being studied.

In the case of CMASS and eBOSS spectroscopic samples,
we include the associated weights when calculating the LRG
overdensity

δL(n̂) = nL(n̂) − wtot × n̄L

wtot × n̄L
, (32)

where wtot = wsystot × (wcp + wnoz − 1). Here, wsystot = wsee ×
wstar is the angular systematic weight, introduced to account for
non-cosmological fluctuations in target density with stellar density
and seeing, wcp accounts for fibre collisions and wnoz corrects for
redshift failures by up-weighting the nearest neighbour. A more
detailed description of these weights is presented by Ross et al.
(2012). We do not include any weights when measuring the ISW
amplitude using the LOWZ sample, as systematic weights were not
supplied with the DR12 LOWZ catalogue. As inclusion of weights
does not appear to have a significant impact on our CMASS and
eBOSS ISW measurements, however, the impact of weights on our
LOWZ ISW measurement is also likely to be small.

We then calculate the LRG–CMB two-point angular cross-
correlation function, ωLC(θ ), using

ωLC(θ ) =
∑

ij fiδL(n̄i)fj	T (n̂j )∑
ij fifj

, (33)

with fi representing the fraction of the i-th pixel located within
the unmasked area, n̂i .n̂j = cos(θ ), and 	T being the Planck CMB
temperature anisotropy after removing the monopole and dipole
contribution. As we are using a high pixel resolution, however,
the contribution from the factors weighting for unmasked fractions
become negligible, and we simplify equation (33) to ωLC(θ ) =
〈δL(n̂1)	T (n̂2)〉. Here, we measure the cross-correlation function
using 14 logarithmically spaced bins covering the range of θ <

1400 arcmin.
In order to account for the correlation between the bins in

the correlation function and obtain an accurate estimation of the
significance of the results, we have to consider the full covariance
matrix Cij when fitting a model to the data. Ideally, the covariance
matrix is calculated based on thousands of simulated mock cata-
logues. However, creating such mock catalogues is a complex and
computationally extensive task which lies beyond the immediate
scope of this work. As a result, here we follow the technique used by
Sawangwit et al. (2010) and obtain the covariance matrix using the
jackknife resampling technique, dividing the masked Planck CMB
temperature and ATLAS LRG overdensity maps into 36 fields of
equal area (24 in SGC and 12 in NGC). Based on these NJK = 36

jackknife subsamples are generated, omitting one field at a time.
The covariance matrix is then given by

Cij = NJK − 1

NJK

NJK∑
n=1

[(ωLC,n(θi) − ω̄LC(θi)) ×

((ωLC,n(θj ) − ω̄LC(θj ))], (34)

where ωLC, n(θ i) is the measured cross-correlation of the n-th
subsample, ω̄LC(θi) is the mean of the measurements from all
subsamples and i and j denote the i-th and j-th bins. The NJK − 1
factor is required in order to account for the fact that the subsamples
are not independent and the uncertainty on each angular bin of the
cross-correlation function σωLC (θ ), is given by the square root of the
diagonal elements of the covariance matrix.

For each of our samples, we obtain separate measurements of
ωLC(θ ) in the NGC and SGC which are combined by taking the
weighted mean ω̂LC(θ ), of the two measurements

ω̂LC(θ ) =
∑

m ωLC,m(θ )/σ 2
ωLC,m(θ )∑

m 1/σ 2
ωLC,m(θ )

, (35)

where m denotes the measurement from NGC/SGC and the error
on the weighted mean σω̂LC(θ ) =

√
1/

∑
m 1/σ 2

ωLC,m(θ ).

Given that our samples cover the same range of redshifts as those
of Sawangwit et al. (2010), and we have assumed the same fiducial
cosmology, in this work we do not generate independent theoretical
predictions for the ISW signal. Instead, we simply compare our
results with the models calculated in section 3 of Sawangwit et al.
(2010) based on �CDM predictions.

Using the covariance matrix, we can then calculate the χ2

parameter providing a statistical measure of the quality of the fit
provided by the model to our observations. The χ2 is given by

χ2 = [ω̂LC,obs(θ ) − ωLC,mod(θ )]T C−1

[ω̂LC,obs(θ ) − ωLC,mod(θ )], (36)

where ω̂LC,obs(θ ) is our measured cross-correlation and
ωLC, mod(θ ) is the prediction from the model.6

4 R ESULTS AND DI SCUSSI ON

4.1 VST ATLAS LRG angular autocorrelation function

The angular autocorrelation functions for our low-, intermediate-
, and high-redshift LRG samples are presented in Fig. 6. For
all three samples, we find a reasonable agreement between our
results and the SDSS measurements of Sawangwit et al. (2011).
In all cases, the agreement between the autocorrelation function
amplitudes of the ATLAS and SDSS LRGs (and best-fitting double
power-law models), is an indication of the success of our applied
photometric selection criteria at extracting similar LRG samples
from the VST ATLAS survey as those extracted from SDSS. Given
the sensitivity of the autocorrelation function amplitude to stellar
contamination, these results also show that our cuts have succeeded
in efficiently reducing stellar contamination in our three LRG
samples. Furthermore, even though our LRG samples have different
number densities compared to those of Sawangwit et al. (2010), the
agreement between the ATLAS and SDSS autocorrelation functions

6See Section 4.2 for a discussion of why we ultimately adopt an alternative
approach to χ2, in accessing the level of agreement between our results and
the model.
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Figure 6. The VST ATLAS LRG angular autocorrelation functions, for our low-, intermediate-, and high-redshift samples (diamonds). The SDSS measurements
of Sawangwit et al. (2011) (circles) and their best-fitting double power-law models (solid lines) are added for comparison. Here, the error bars are shown inside
the open data points. The good agreement between the measurements from the two data sets is an indication of the success of our LRG photometric selection
in limiting the samples to the correct redshift range as well as efficient removal of stellar contamination.

suggests that the LRG clustering amplitude is preserved in our
samples. As a result, we do not expect our measurements of the
ISW amplitude to be influenced by our different sample number
densities. We believe our lower LRG densities are in part due
to the slightly larger scatter in the VST ATLAS colours used
in the LRG sample selections, compared to the colour scatter
in SDSS. Another factor influencing our lower number density
could be our additional Aperture versus Kron magnitude cuts
applied to remove residual stellar contamination as described in
Section 2.2.

Further tests of impact of survey systematics due to excess stellar
contamination, galactic dust extinction, and variations in airmass
and seeing are presented in Appendix B. Our tests indicate that
these systematics do not have a significant effect on our ISW
measurements.

4.2 VST ATLAS LRG–Planck CMB cross-correlation

Fig. 7 shows a comparison of our ISW measurements based on
the cross-correlation of VST ATLAS LRGs and Planck CMB
temperature anisotropy map, to the results of Sawangwit et al.
(2010) (where the same analysis was performed using SDSS LRGs
and the WMAP temperature map). We find a good agreement
between the two measurements in terms of ISW amplitude at
all redshifts. Our error bars are, however, larger than those of
Sawangwit et al. (2010), which can be partially attributed to the
∼2× lower sky coverage of the ATLAS survey compared to SDSS,
as well as the lower number density of LRGs, at least in the case of
our z̄ = 0.55 and z̄ = 0.68 samples (see Table 1).

As on large scales relevant to ISW measurements, the statis-
tical error is limited by sample variance, one would expect the

errors on our ISW measurements to scale with σATLAS/σSDSS ≈√
(ASDSS/AATLAS) where A represents the area of each sample. We

therefore expect the ATLAS error bars to be ∼1.4× larger than those
of SDSS. However, we find that the errors on our VST ATLAS LRG
ISW measurements do not obey the above scaling with SDSS and
are ∼1.9×, ∼2.4×, and ∼3.0× larger than those from SDSS, for
our z̄ = 0.35, 0.55, and 0.68 samples, respectively. Assuming the
SDSS ISW errors of Sawangwit et al. (2010) are not underestimated,
the reason behind the larger than expected errors on our LRG ISW
measurements remains unknown.

Similarly to Sawangwit et al. (2010), when fitting our mea-
surements to the �CDM model, we find the resulting χ2 values
(given by equation 36) to be unreliable. This is likely due to
our use of the jackknife technique in estimating the covariance
matrices (see equation 34) and the failure of this technique in
accurately estimating the off-diagonal covariance matrix elements,
which in turn impacts the χ2 fitting results. As mocks are currently
not available for the VST ATLAS survey (and the Bootstrap
technique was also unsuccessful in improving our covariance matrix
estimations), we follow the approach of Sawangwit et al. (2010) and
simply assess the deviation of our measurements from the �CDM
predictions and a null ISW amplitude, based on a single large bin
covering the 12 < θ < 120 arcmin range.

Table 2 contains a summary of the our single bin ISW mea-
surements, those of Sawangwit et al. (2010) and also the weighted
mean of the results from the two studies (see Fig. 7b). In the case
of the z̄ = 0.35 and 0.55 LRG samples, we found our detected
ISW amplitude to be in agreement with the predictions of �CDM,
supporting the late-time accelerated expansion of the Universe.
As seen in Table 2, upon combining the ATLAS and SDSS
measurements, at these redshifts we detect the ISW effect at 1.2σ
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(a) VST ATLAS versus SDSS. (b) VST ATLAS + SDSS.

Figure 7. (a) The VST ATLAS LRG–Planck CMB cross-correlation signal from our low-, intermediate-, and high-redshift samples compared to SDSS
LRG–WMAP CMB measurements of Sawangwit et al. (2010). The predictions of the �CDM model are shown by the red solid lines. (b) The weighted mean
of the two measurements in (a).

Table 2. Summary of our VST ATLAS and BOSS/eBOSS LRGs–Planck CMB cross-correlation measurements of
the ISW amplitude (based on a single bin covering the 12 < θ < 120 arcmin range). The SDSS LRG–WMAP CMB
measurements of Sawangwit et al. (2010) and weighted mean of the results from the various data sets are also included.
The final column shows the deviation of each measurement from the predictions of the �CDM model and a null
amplitude. In all cases, we use the weighted mean to combine the results from different redshifts.

Sample z̄ ω(12–120 arcmin) Deviation significance
(μK) (�CDM, null)

0.35 0.47 ± 0.62 (0.0σ , 0.8σ )
VST ATLAS 0.55 0.41 ± 0.51 (0.1σ , 0.8σ )
(This work) 0.68 − 0.49 ± 0.59 (1.3σ , 0.8σ )

0.35 + 0.55 + 0.68 0.11 ± 0.33 (0.8σ , 0.3σ )

0.35 0.33 ± 0.33 (0.5σ , 1.0σ )
SDSS 0.55 0.44 ± 0.21 (0.5σ , 2.1σ )
(Sawangwit et al. 2010) 0.68 − 0.13 ± 0.20 (2.0σ , 0.6σ )

0.35 + 0.55 + 0.68 0.21 ± 0.14 (1.2σ , 1.5σ )

0.35 0.32 ± 0.38 (0.4σ , 0.9σ )
BOSS/eBOSS 0.55 0.73 ± 0.38 (1.1σ , 2.0σ )
(This work) 0.68 0.50 ± 0.76 (0.3σ , 0.7σ )

0.35 + 0.55 + 0.68 0.52 ± 0.25 (0.6σ , 2.1σ )

0.35 0.36 ± 0.29 (0.5σ , 1.2σ )
VST ATLAS + SDSS 0.55 0.43 ± 0.19 (0.5σ , 2.3σ )
(Weighted mean) 0.68 − 0.17 ± 0.19 (2.3σ , 0.9σ )

0.35 + 0.55 0.41 ± 0.16 (0.1σ , 2.6σ )
0.35 + 0.55 + 0.68 0.20 ± 0.12 (1.4σ , 1.7σ )

0.35 0.36 ± 0.32 (0.4σ , 1.1σ )
VST ATLAS + BOSS/eBOSS 0.55 0.62 ± 0.31 (0.9σ , 2.0σ )
(Weighted mean) 0.68 − 0.12 ± 0.47 (0.8σ , 0.3σ )

0.35 + 0.55 0.49 ± 0.22 (0.4σ , 2.2σ )
0.35 + 0.55 + 0.68 0.38 ± 0.20 (0.1σ , 1.9σ )

and 2.3σ (or 2.6σ combined7 – see Fig. 8a). In the case of the
z̄ = 0.68 LRG sample, however, where the ISW measurement from
VST ATLAS has a similar negative amplitude to SDSS, we find a
∼2σ deviation from the �CDM prediction, when combining the
results from the two studies (Fig. 8b).

7Based on the weighted mean of the results from the two redshifts.

In these measurements, the signal is mostly dominated by SDSS
and combining the VST ATLAS and SDSS results only yields a
small increase in the significance of detection (or rejection) of
the �CDM ISW predictions, compared to the results previously
obtained from SDSS alone. We note, however, that the errors in
the ATLAS ISW measurements would be 50–70 per cent smaller if
they had scaled correctly with sample size, which may explain
the unexpectedly good agreement between SDSS and ATLAS
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(a) (b)

Figure 8. (a) The weighted mean of the SDSS + ATLAS ISW measurements at z̄ = 0.35 and 0.55 (i.e. the top panels of Fig. 7b). (b) The z̄ = 0.68 measurement
(bottom left panel of Fig. 7b). As shown in Table 2, when combining the z̄ = 0.35 and 0.55 measurements, we detect the ISW signal at 2.6σ and we note the
result is in agreement with the predictions of �CDM. However, at z̄ = 0.68 the ISW amplitude is close to zero and deviates from the �CDM predictions by
2.0σ .

results in all three redshift ranges. Overall, the results of this study
offer a valuable confirmation of the measured ISW amplitudes of
Sawangwit et al. (2010) based on SDSS and WMAP, using the
cross-correlation of two independent data sets (VST ATLAS and
Planck) that also cover completely separate areas of the sky.

4.3 Comparison to BOSS DR12 LOWZ, CMASS and eBOSS
LRGs samples

To further verify the SDSS measurements at z̄ = 0.35, 0.55, and
0.68, we compare the results with those obtained using the LOWZ,
CMASS, and eBOSS LRG redshift samples (see Section 2.3). As
shown in Fig. 9(a) with the exception of the θ > 100 arcmin higher
BOSS ISW amplitude at z̄ = 0.55, the BOSS measurements provide
a general confirmation of the SDSS results at z̄ = 0.35 and z̄ = 0.55.
The z̄ = 0.35 results show particularly good agreement between
the photometric and spectroscopic samples. The reason behind the
higher than expected z̄ = 0.55 BOSS amplitude at large separations
remains unknown. At z̄ = 0.68, the ISW amplitude is more positive
in the eBOSS LRG sample than observed in SDSS or ATLAS (see
Figs 9a and b). Nevertheless, the eBOSS result shows a qualitatively
different form to that of the lower redshift results generally rising
towards larger separations rather than falling. This behaviour is also
similar to that seen in SDSS and ATLAS at the same redshift, just
with a higher amplitude for eBOSS.

At z̄ = 0.35 and z̄ = 0.55, we therefore find similar re-
sults whether we combine ATLAS with SDSS photometric, or
BOSS/eBOSS spectroscopic LRG samples. For example, in Table 2,
at z̄ = 0.35 and 0.55, the null amplitude is rejected at 1.1σ and 2.0σ

when combining the ATLAS + BOSS measurements (Fig. 9c);
similar to the 1.2σ and 2.3σ ATLAS + SDSS ISW detection. When
combining the measurements at z̄ = 0.35 and 0.55, the ATLAS +
BOSS result rejects the null signal at 2.2σ , compared to the 2.6σ

null rejection obtained from ATLAS + SDSS.
At z̄ = 0.68, however, Table 2 shows a 0.8σ deviation from

�CDM rather than 2.3σ , when the ATLAS measurement is com-
bined with eBOSS instead of SDSS. Similarly, the ATLAS +

BOSS/eBOSS weighted mean of the results from the three redshift
bins appears to be in better agreement with �CDM compared to
ATLAS + SDSS (a 0.1σ deviation compared to 1.4σ ). However, in
both cases this lower rejection significance of �CDM is mainly due
to the larger eBOSS errors, rather than any intrinsically improved
agreement of the form of the high redshift result to the ISW model.

These larger errors on the eBOSS ISW measurements are due
to its lower sky coverage than that of the equivalent SDSS LRG
sample, and SDSS thus remains the z̄ = 0.68 measurement with
the highest signal in this sky area. We therefore conclude that
ATLAS + SDSS measurement shown in Fig. 8(b) provides the
best estimate of the ISW effect using z̄ = 0.68 LRGs, in the full
North + South combined sample. Similarly, in Fig. 8(a) we use the
ATLAS and SDSS data to provide the best z̄ = 0.35 plus z̄ = 0.55
ISW measurement in the full North + South sample. The difference
between the two appears clear, although the z̄ = 0.68 deviation
significance from �CDM, is currently only at a moderate level of
∼2.3σ . It is therefore important to remeasure the high-redshift ISW
signal using the complete eBOSS survey, as well as future surveys
such as DESI (DESI Collaboration 2016) and LSST (Ivezić et al.
2019), which will offer large, high-purity LRG samples that could
assess any potential deviations from �CDM at a higher statistical
significance.

4.4 Magnitude-limited samples

Fig. 10(a) shows a comparison of our measurements of the three
r-band magnitude-limited samples to the SDSS measurements of
Sawangwit et al. (2010). Once again a general agreement is found
between the two sets of measurements. Unlike our redshift-limited
LRG samples, here the number of galaxies in our three samples are
in line with theoretical expectations, and we find the VST ATLAS
error bars to be comparable to those of Sawangwit et al. (2010) based
on SDSS, once the difference in survey areas is accounted for.

Upon combining the two sets of measurements by taking their
weighted mean (see Fig. 10b), we find that on scales of 12 arcmin <

θ < 120 arcmin, the null amplitude is rejected at moderate levels of
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(a) SDSS versus BOSS/eBOSS.

(b) VST ATLAS versus BOSS/eBOSS. (c) VST ATLAS + BOSS/eBOSS.

Figure 9. (a) Comparison of the SDSS and BOSS/eBOSS ISW measurements. (b and c) same as (7a and b) but comparing/combining the VST ATLAS ISW
measurements to those based on BOSS/eBOSS.

∼1.3σ , ∼1.9σ , and ∼2.0σ for the 18 < r < 19, 19 < r < 20, and 20
< r < 21 samples, respectively. Recalling that these samples have
mean redshifts of z̄ ≈ 0.20 ± 0.09, 0.27 ± 0.13, and 0.36 ± 0.16,
we note that the ∼2.0σ ISW detection obtained from the 20 < r <

21 ATLAS + SDSS galaxy samples, provides a further confirmation
of our 1.2σ ISW detection based on the z̄ = 0.35 ATLAS + SDSS
LRG samples.

4.5 ISW rotation test

Following the approach of previous works including Sawangwit
et al. (2010) and Giannantonio et al. (2012), we test for presence
of systematic effects and the robustness of our measurements by
rotating the LRG data with respect to the CMB map in increments
of 40◦ about the Galactic pole (by adding 40◦ to the Galactic
longitude). Here, we perform the rotation test on the LOWZ and
CMASS samples, as they provide contamination-free samples of
spectroscopically confirmed LRGs. Given the current low sky
coverage and large uncertainties on the eBOSS measurement, we
do not include this sample in our rotation tests.

Fig. 11(a) shows the results of our single-bin (12 arcmin < θ

< 120 arcmin) rotation tests for the LOWZ and CMASS samples.

Statistically, one would expect 32 and 5 per cent of the rotations to
exceed the 1σ and 2σ thresholds.

In the case of the LOWZ sample, we find that 4/8 and 2/8 (50 and
25 per cent) of the rotations result in amplitudes that lie above the
1σ and 2σ thresholds, respectively. Furthermore, we find that 2/8
(25 per cent) of the rotations produce a more significant rejection of
null, than the zero-rotation value.

For the CMASS sample, we find that 4/8 and 1/8 (50 and
12.5 per cent) of the points are further than 1σ and 2σ away
from zero, respectively, while 1/8 (12.5 per cent) of the rotations
produces a more significant null rejection than our zero-rotation
result. In order to ensure the single-bin measurements in Fig. 11(a)
do not appear to be artificially deviated from zero due to the
presence of outliers in the full-range cross-correlation functions,
in Fig. 11(b) we show the full-range cross-correlation function
for the 240◦ rotation of the CMASS sample (which resulted in
the highest deviation from zero). Here, we can see that the 240◦

rotation appears to have produced an ISW amplitude which is
consistently high in our 12 arcmin < θ < 120 arcmin range of
interest, resulting in a higher null rejection when compared to the 2σ

rejection obtained from the zero-rotation CMASS result as shown in
Table 2.
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(a) VST ATLAS vs. SDSS.

(b) VST ATLAS + SDSS.

Figure 10. (a) The ISW signal from our three VST ATLAS r-band magnitude-limited galaxy samples (diamonds) in comparison with the SDSS results of
Sawangwit et al. (2010) (circles) and �CDM model prediction (solid lines). (b) weighted mean of the results from the two studies. Here, the mean redshifts of
the 18 < r < 19, 19 < r < 20, and 20 < r < 21 samples are z̄ ≈ 0.20, 0.27, and 0.36, respectively.

Here our results are in agreement with those of Sawangwit et al.
(2010), who found that in one to two out of eight cases, the rotated
maps produced a more significant null rejection than the zero-
rotation result. However, we find our results to be in contrast to
the findings of Giannantonio et al. (2012) (as shown in their table
3), where in their six studied samples only 23 and 2 per cent of their
rotations exceeded the 1σ and 2σ thresholds (fully consistent with
the 32 and 5 per cent statistical expectations), with none exceeding
the null rejection significance of the unrotated map. Similarly,
Giannantonio et al. (2012) found that across all seven samples
studied by Sawangwit et al. (2010), only 39 and 11 per cent of
rotations exceeded the 1σ and 2σ thresholds.

Giannantonio et al. (2012) suggest that the higher percentage of
points exceeding the 1σ and 2σ thresholds, found by Sawangwit
et al. (2010) could be due to their use of the jackknife method in
estimating the errors, which has been shown to produce somewhat
smaller errors (see Cabré et al. 2007) than those obtained from
simulated mocks (as used by Giannantonio et al. 2012). This could
in part also explain the higher than expected percentages found in
our rotation tests. However, given that for the LOWZ and CMASS
samples, 50 per cent of our rotations exceeded the 1σ threshold,

25 and 12.5 per cent exceeded the 2σ threshold, and 2/8 and 1/8
rotations produced a more significant rejection of null than the
unrotated map; our findings suggest that the robustness of current
ISW detections is still not completely secure even at z̄ = 0.35
and z̄ = 0.55. Consequently, as well as any remaining statistical
gains, improvements in reducing systematics on ISW measurements
should still be sought in future works.

5 C O N C L U S I O N S

We have presented our measurements of the ISW signal in the
cross-correlation of the Planck CMB temperature map with three
photometrically selected LRG samples with mean redshifts of z̄ =
0.35, z̄ = 0.55, and z̄ = 0.68, selected from the VST ATLAS survey.
We then combine our measurements with those of Sawangwit et al.
(2010), where the same analysis was performed using the WMAP
CMB temperature map and LRG samples selected from SDSS.

Upon combining the measurements from ATLAS and SDSS,
at z̄ = 0.35 and z̄ = 0.55, we detect the ISW signal at 1.2σ and
2.3σ , respectively (i.e. a combined detection of 2.6σ ). This is in
agreement with the predictions of �CDM supporting the late-time
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Figure 11. (a) The BOSS LOWZ and CMASS single-bin (12 arcmin < θ < 120 arcmin) ISW amplitudes as a function of rotation angles (see text for details).
The 1σ and 2σ error regions around the null amplitude are shown by dotted and dashed lines. These are based on the error bars of the zero rotation data points
and represent level of variance in the data. (b) The full-range 240◦ rotation result for the CMASS sample showing that in the in the 12 arcmin < θ < 120
arcmin range used to extract our single bin measurement, the ISW amplitude is consistently high and is not merely due to the presence of a few outliers.

accelerated expansion of the Universe. We further verify our results
at these redshifts by repeating the measurements using the BOSS
DR12 LOWZ and CMASS spectroscopic LRG samples. This time
upon combining the ATLAS and BOSS measurements, we detect
the ISW signal at 1.1σ and 2.0σ (with a combined significance of
2.2σ ). Furthermore, we detect the ISW effect in three magnitude-
limited galaxy samples, with mean redshifts of z̄ ≈ 0.20, 0.27, and
0.36, at ∼1.3σ , 1.9σ , and 2.0σ , respectively.

However, we do not detect the ISW signal at z̄ = 0.68 when
combining the ATLAS and SDSS results. Further tests using
eBOSS LRGs at this redshift remain inconclusive due to the large
uncertainties, caused by the current relatively low sky coverage
of the survey. If the ISW signal is shown to be inconsistent with
the predictions of �CDM at high redshifts, it could open the
door to alternative theories such as modified gravity models. It
is therefore important to repeat the z ∼ 0.7 ISW measurement upon
the completion of the eBOSS survey and using data from upcoming
surveys such as DESI and LSST which will provide the statistics
and reduced systematics required to assess any deviations from the
predictions of �CDM.

Finally, we test the robustness of our ISW measurements at z̄ =
0.35 and z̄ = 0.55 by rotating the LRG overdensity map with respect
to the CMB temperature map in eight increments about the Galactic
pole. Here, in contrast to the findings of Giannantonio et al. (2012),
we find that a higher percentage of rotations result in amplitudes
1σ and 2σ away from zero than statistically expected. Furthermore,
we find that in the case of LOWZ and CMASS samples 2/8 and 1/8
rotations result in more significant rejections of the null amplitude
than obtained from our unrotated maps. Consequently, our results
indicate that the robustness and significance of ISW detections still
warrant further examination in future works. Similarly rotation tests
could serve as a useful tool for determining the level of systematics
in ISW measurements obtained from future surveys.

In summary, the results of this study provide a confirmation
of previous ISW measurements from Sawangwit et al. (2010).
However, despite the visual impressions given by the cross-
correlation measurements, our detections of the ISW signal at
z̄ = 0.35, z̄ = 0.55, and in three magnitude-limited samples remain

at low to moderate levels of significance. However, previous works
such as Francis & Peacock (2010) have demonstrated that the ISW
signal could remain evasive in �10 per cent of cases, even with
the availability of the best possible data. None the less, given the
cosmological implications of any significant deviations from the
predictions of �CDM, repeating the ISW measurement at z ∼ 0.7,
where our results point to the possibility of such deviations, using
the next generation of large sky surveys, remains a worthwhile and
important endeavour.
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APPENDIX A : ATLAS/SDSS COLOUR
C O M PA R I S O N

Fig. A1 shows a comparison of VST ATLAS Aperture 5 and SDSS
model magnitude colours. Upon removing 3σ outliers (as indicated
by the dashed lines in the plots), we find an rms scatter of 0.03,
0.04, and 0.13, with ATLAS-SDSS offsets of 0.01, −0.01, and 0.05
for g − r, r − i, and i − z colours, respectively. Here, we impose
magnitude limits of g < 21.5, r < 19.5, i < 20.5, and z < 20.0,
corresponding to the range of magnitudes used in our LRG selection.
In each case, we only impose the magnitude limits of the two bands
used to obtain the colours and restrict the sample to galaxies based
on the ATLAS morphological classification in those bands. Given
the reasonably tight scatter and small systematic offsets, in this
work we adopt a photometric selection criteria based on SDSS
magnitudes, when defining our LRG samples.

APPENDI X B: LRG CONTAMI NATI ON TES TS

Adopting a similar approach to Ross et al. (2017), we test for the
impact of various sources of survey systematics including airmass,
seeing, galactic dust extinction, and stellar contamination on our
z̄ = 0.35, 0.55, and 0.68 LRG samples. In the top panel of Fig. B1,
we show the four instances where systematic trends due to galactic
extinction, seeing, and stellar contamination appear to be present
in our LRG samples, finding no major systematic trends in the
remaining cases. As shown in the bottom panel of Fig. B1, the
inclusion of weights correcting for these observed systematics does
not appear to have a significant impact on our ISW measurements.
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Figure A1. A comparison of the g − r, r − i, and i −z colours based on VST ATLAS Aperture 5 and SDSS model magnitudes. Given the similarity between
the colours, we use the SDSS cuts in our LRG sample selections, described in Section 2.2. Here, the dashed lines indicate the 3σ outliers.

Figure B1. Top panel: Normalized projected LRG number density as a function of Galactic extinction (in E(B − V)), seeing (in r band for z̄ = 0.35 and i
band for z̄ = 0.68), and projected stellar density (limited to 19.8 < i < 20.5 corresponding to the magnitude limits of the z̄ = 0.68 LRG sample). Here, the
dot–dashed curves are the best-fitting relationships used to define the weights correcting for the observed systematic trends. Bottom panel: The impact of
including the E(B − V), seeing, and stellar density weights from the top panel on our ISW measurements. In all cases, the inclusion of weights does not appear
to have a significant impact on our ISW measurements.
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